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Andrea Cremer
THE CONJURER’S
RIDDLE
Revolution Machina Book Two

Praise for The Inventor’s Secret:
“A finely-wrought compelling tale of romance and treachery…”
—Cynthia Leitich Smith, author of Eternal and Tantalize
The exciting sequel to the young adult alternate history series where the British stamped out
the American Revolution before it had even begun!
With the aid of French-allied Algonquin Indians, the homeless revolutionaries led by Charlotte, Ash, and the rest of the crew, make their way to the Mississippi River. They gain snippets of information about the state of the conflict in the borderlands and secure passage along
the river as they try to track down their parents. This leads them to the French city of New Orleans, where the Resistance is encamped.
Informed about Grave’s past and the Empire’s plans, the beleaguered fighters are torn between despair and the desire for a last stand. As they debate a strategy, pirates arrive with a
crew of British soldiers as prisoners they’re hoping to sell to the French as hostages. Among
the prisoners are Jack and Coe who were on their way to New Orleans in the hopes of persuading France to declare war on the British.
When an attempt to kill Grave fails and the plot is uncovered, the young revolutionaries leave
the Resistance to travel with the pirates back to New York to stop the hardline faction’s plans
to kill Grave’s father. Meanwhile in New Orleans, Birch, Grave, Scoff, and Pip are drawn into a
world of conjuring and voodoo magic that offers insight into Grave’s future and a way to bring
an end to the empire.
Andrea Cremer is the author of the internationally bestselling Nightshade series, which has
been published in twenty-nine foreign territories, and the co-author with David Levithan of
Invisibility. Prior to becoming a full-time novelist, Andrea resided in the academic world where
she taught early modern history.
North America: Philomel (November 2015)
France: Lumen

Agent: Charlie Olsen &
Richard Pine
Editor: Jill Santopolo
Format: galley
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Cath Crowley
THE HOWLING BOY

Praise for Graffiti Moon:
“A rare gem of a book… like a breath of fresh air; witty, funny, intelligent, and the story told by a light
but assured hand. Sensitive and utterly realistic of how young people live…” —The School Librarian
Patrick Crowe has never felt more alone. He’s desperate for a good future, but he can’t believe
that one exists. And then he finds a letter in a book from someone claiming to be his future self.
A series of letters start, letters that make a dream road for him to travel on.
Letter left on page 48 of The City and Stars by Arthur C. Clarke:
Dear Patrick,
Life’s pretty bad for us at the moment. If I’m remembering right, we’re sleeping on a mattress of the floor
of an empty house. Dad’s in prison and Audrey’s too embarrassed to be seen with us. I remember her
climbing through our window at night, reminding us of her skin—the soft salt and honey of her was
unbearable in the dark, because we knew in the light it would be gone. But there’s
a girl who’s brave enough to love us in our future. She has blue eyes.
The letters push Patrick towards books and words and love, towards Rachel, the shy girl with
blue eyes that he’s never considered before. He’s not sure if she’s his destiny, or the letter writer. Either way, when his dad escapes from prison, the future he’s come to believe in is put at
risk and he needs her. Rachel must overcome her shyness to save him. The Howling Boy is
about the wilderness that exists between who we are, and who we could be, and the mystery
of how we find our way through.
Cath Crowley grew up in rural Victoria, Australia. She comes from a family of seven: her parents, three brothers, and a dog called Elvis. All of them encouraged her to give up full-time
teaching to write. Cath studied professional writing and editing and works as both a freelance
writer in Melbourne and a part-time teacher. Her fifth novel, Graffiti Moon, won the Prime Minister’s Literary Award, as well as the NSW Premier’s Literary Award, and was Amazon’s Pick
of the Month for February 2013.
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US: Knopf (Fall 2016)
ANZ: Pan MacMillan
UK: Hodder & Stoughton

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Claire Craig
Format: manuscript (August)

Kirsty Eagar
SUMMER SKIN

Praise for Night Beach:
“Eagar’s style is both raw and brutal, showing no mercy. Her characters, so real, tangible and lovingly
created, are stripped bare for her audience. Nothing is hidden or glossed over. No emotion is withheld
and no reality is too stark to express.”
—Cuddlebuggery Book Blog
Jess Gordon and Mitch Crawford are both studying at the University of Queensland, but that’s
all they have in common. Jess and her friends are modern day riot grrls. Mitch and his mates
are rugby boys, renowned for predatory behavior.
When their paths first cross they’re combative, but just for a moment Jess and Mitch recognize
the outsider in each other. She feels old-fashioned in a world of casual hook ups, sexting and
internet porn, wary of getting involved again in the wake of a bad break-up. Mitch is finding it
hard to live up to expectations after the death of his best friend, but he’s struggling more with
keeping his own culpability a secret.
So begins a slow, careful circling, a number of encounters they keep secret from their peers.
Summer Skin takes an honest look at lust, trust, love, and double standards. It asks the question: In a world where sex is pushed all the time, has intimacy become the risk?
Kirsty Eagar is the critically acclaimed author of Saltwater Vampires, Night Beach, and Raw Blue.
After completing a master’s degree in economics, she worked at the Reserve Bank of Australia
and the Bank of England before changing careers, wanting a life where she could surf every
day. She travelled around Australia for a couple of years, living out of a car, worked a variety
of jobs and began writing fiction. Her debut novel, Raw Blue, won the 2010 Victorian Premier’s
Literary Award for Young Adult fiction. Her second novel, Saltwater Vampires, was shortlisted
for the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards. Her third novel, Night Beach, was shortlisted for the
Queensland Literary Awards, the Western Australia Premier’s Awards, and a Gold Inky.
Kirsty lives with her husband and two daughters on Sydney’s northern beaches.
ANZ: Allen & Unwin (2016)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Anna McFarlane
Format: manuscript (July)
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Amy Ewing
THE WHITE ROSE

Praise for The Jewel:
“With its taut, provocative plot and irresistible characters, The Jewel had me tearing through the pages
right up to the final, startling twist.”
—Andrea Cremer, author of The Inventor’s Secret
Violet is on the run. Away from the Jewel. Away from a lifetime of servitude.
After the Duchess of the Lake catches Violet with Ash, the hired companion at the Palace of
the Lake, Violet has no choice but to escape or face certain death. Along with Ash and her best
friend, Raven, Violet runs away from her unbearable life.
But no one said leaving the Jewel would be easy. As they make their way through the circles of
the Lone City, Regimentals track their every move, and the trio barely manages to make it out
unscathed and into the safe haven they were promised—a mysterious house in the Farm.
But there’s a rebellion brewing, and Violet has found herself in the middle of it. Alongside a
new ally, Violet discovers her Auguries are much more powerful than she ever imagined. But
is she strong enough to rise against the Jewel and everything she has ever known?
The White Rose is a raw, captivating sequel to The Jewel that fans won’t be able to put down until the final shocking moments.
Amy Ewing earned an MFA in Writing for Children at The New School and earned her BFA at
New York University. The Jewel has been selected as a BEA Editors Buzz Book. Amy lives in
Harlem.
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North America: HarperCollins (October 2015)
UK: Walker Ltd.
Brazil: Leya
France: Laffont
Italy: Rizzoli
Poland: Jaguar

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Karen Chaplin
Format: manuscript

Zoë Ferraris
THE HUNT FOR
THE PYXIS
The Galaxy Pirates Book One

Thirteen years ago, the fearsome pirate Captain Hallifax Brightstoke defied the Queen of Virgo
and raised a grand fleet to reclaim a terrible artifact, the Pyxis, that would give Virgo the power to rearrange the stars—or worse. Though she succeeded, she was sentenced to death. Sewnup in a canvas sack with a lynx and cast overboard, she was never seen again but her legend
lived on. You see, real pirates never die…
Back on Earth, twelve-year-old Emma Garton is shocked when her father, Jack, goes missing
and strangers show up asking about something called a “Pyxis.” When her mother, Hallie, is
kidnapped, she and her best friend, Herbie, are forced to face the truth about her supposedly
boring parents: they’ve been lying to her and, worse, they aren't even from planet Earth.
When Emma activates the Pyxis in an attempt to lure the kidnappers back, she has no idea that
every ruthless scoundrel, renegade and bounty hunter in the galaxy will be after them. Now,
with the help of some of her mother’s allies, they must leave Earth and enter the Strands—
vast, interstellar waterways plied by the mighty navy of Virgo, massive dragons-of-war from
Draco, Muscan barques that fly like insects on chitinous wing-masts, and sinister pirates from
the mysterious Eridanean Seas—and embrace her destiny.
A stellar, epic adventure filled with breathtaking surprises and dark humor, The Hunt for the
Pyxis is the first in a series set on the galactic seas, sure to capture young readers’—and their
parents’—imaginations.
Zoë Ferraris is the author of three critically acclaimed adult novels published by Little, Brown
that have been translated into over thirty languages: Finding Nouf, which won the YALSA Alex
Award and the LA Times Book Award; City of Veils; and Kingdom of Strangers. She received her
MFA from Columbia, where she first developed the universe of The Galaxy Pirates.
World English: Crown (August 2015)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Phoebe Yeh
Format: galley
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Becca Fitzpatrick
DANGEROUS LIES

Praise for Black Ice:
“A seductive thriller packed with unexpected twists, engaging characters, and a deadly but beautiful
landscape.” —Novel Novice
Seventeen-year-old Stella Gordon lives with her mother in a lovely country manor near Philadelphia’s “old money” Main Line. But one fateful night, Stella witnesses a crime, forcing her
into the US Federal Witness Protection Program to testify against the perpetrator—a crime
boss named Danny Balando, who also happens to be her mother’s drug dealer.
Stella is whisked away to the sleepy town of Thunder Basin, Nebraska, and forced to start her
life over as someone else. She soon meets Chet Falconer, her boyishly handsome ranch hand
neighbor, who swears he’s going to have her wearing cowgirl boots and riding horses before
the summer’s over. While Chet’s flirting is a welcome distraction from her miserable plight,
Stella is most certainly not into cowboys, and lets him know it. But deep down, she can’t help
but feel she’s falling under Chet’s spell.
Unfortunately, she also has to deal with Dusty Falconer, Chet’s hotheaded and rule-breaking
younger brother whom Stella feels an unwanted but irresistible attraction to.
As the hot Nebraskan summer wears on, Stella tries to settle into her new life. But when she
receives a threatening message on her doorstep, she fears she might never outrun her past. Is it
possible she’s not as safe in small town Nebraska as the authorities would have her believe?
Becca Fitzpatrick is the author of Black Ice and the internationally bestselling Hush, Hush series.
She graduated college with a degree in health, promptly abandoned for storytelling. When not
writing, she’s most likely running, prowling sales for reject shoes, or watching crime dramas
on TV. The Hush, Hush series has sold in over 30 territories and there are over one million copies of the books in print worldwide. She lives in Colorado.
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North America: Simon & Schuster (October 2015)
UK: Simon & Schuster
Poland: Otwarte

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Zareen Jaffrey
Format: manuscript (April)

Karen Foxlee
A MOST MAGICAL
GIRL
Praise for Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy:
“…[a] memorable and… moving novel for young readers.” —The Wall Street Journal
A young lady should be both cheerful and content in all manner of circumstances.
She should avoid indulging in amusements after dark. She must always secure the use of a
first class cabin when traveling overnight on a steamboat. Above all, a young lady
must choose her friends wisely.
Annabel Grey is primed for a proper life as a young lady in Victorian England. But when her
mother suddenly disappears, she’s put in the care of two eccentric aunts who thrust her into a
decidedly un-ladylike life, full of potions and flying broomsticks and wizards who eat nothing
but crackers. Magic, indeed! Who ever heard of such a thing?
Before Annabel can asses the most ladylike way to respond to her current predicament, she is
swept up in an urgent quest. Annabel is pitted against another young witch, Kitty, to rescue
the sacred Moreover Wand from the dangerous underworld that exists beneath London. The
two girls outsmart trolls, find passage through a wall of faerie bones, and narrowly escape a
dragon, but it doesn’t take long for Annabel to see that the most dangerous part of her journey
is her decision to trust this wild, magical girl.
Sparkling with Karen Foxlee’s enchanting writing, this is a bewitching tale of one important
wand and two most magical girls.
Karen Foxlee is the author of the debut novel The Anatomy of Wings, published in her native
Australia, in the UK and US, as well as The Midnight Dress and Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy.
The Anatomy of Wings won the Queensland Premier’s Literary Award for Emerging Queensland author in 2006, the Commonwealth Writers Prize Best First Book 2008, the Dobbie Award
2008, and a Parent’s Choice Gold Award in the US. Her latest novel, Ophelia and the Marvelous
Boy, was an Amazon Best Books of the Month pick for February, a Winter Indie pick, an E.B.
White Read-Aloud finalist, and has received five star reviews.
North America: Knopf (Spring 2016)
UK: Hot Key Books

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Erin Clarke
Format: manuscript (April 2015)
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Emily Franklin
LAST NIGHT AT THE
CIRCLE CINEMA

“John Green meets John Hughes [in this] tightly constructed story of three friends arriving at both a
beginning and an end… [a] page-turning, thrilling, comedic and dark novel.”
—Daniel Waters, author of the Generation Dead series
Olivia, Bertucci, and Codman were the trio no one else in high school could quite figure out,
an impenetrable triangle of friendship. Now they’re graduating and about to start new lives
away at college and without one another. Beyond their friendship, there’s one thing they have
in common: the Circle Cinema, a once thriving old movie theater now reduced to a boarded up
concrete box, condemned and about to be forgotten forever—which is, as far as Olivia and
Codman can tell, a lot what’s going to happen to them.
So, in one last desperate effort to hold on to whatever they have, Bertucci hatches a plan—an
experiment, really. He convinces Olivia and Codman to join him in spending their last night
before graduation locked inside the Cinema’s concrete walls. None of them can open the box
before sunrise. Over the course of the night, the trio is then forced to face one another, the
events of the past year, and whatever is to come when the new day dawns.
Emily Franklin’s Last Night at the Circle Cinema is the story of a friendship’s end and moving
rebirth.
Emily Franklin is the author of more than fifteen young adult books, including The Half Life of
Planets (nominated for YALSA’s Best Book of the Year) and Tessa Masterson Will Go to Prom
(named to 2013 Rainbow List), and The Other Half of Me (an ALA Popular Paperback pick). Her
work has appeared on National Public Radio and in the New York Times among other places.
Franklin also writes novels and short stories for adults and was longlisted for the 2015 Sunday
Times EFG Award, the largest short story award in the world. She lives her husband and four
kids outside of Boston, Massachusetts.
North America: Lerner (September 2015)
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Agent: Kim Witherspoon &
Monika Woods
Editor: Carol Hinz
Format: manuscript

Gus Gordon
SOMEWHERE ELSE

Praise for Herman and Rosie:
“Not since Petra Mather’s Sophie and Lou has a picture book, the arts, and romance converged so
charmingly.” —Booklist
George Laurent is a duck like most any other. He enjoys a bit of gardening, baking, and wearing his dapper cap. But unlike other birds, George doesn’t travel north or south for the winter.
When his friends ask him to come to see Paris at night, or the beauty of the Alaskan tundra, or
the baobab trees of Madagascar, George always has an excuse: “My hat might blow off” or “I
have yoga class” or “I have too much ironing to do.”
As George finds himself alone again, a bear named Pascal Lombard, looking for a warm place
to stay for the winter, comes to visit. When he learns that George never learned how to fly, he’s
determined to help him learn how so that he can see the world (or, at the least, somewhere
else).
Somewhere Else is an ode to stepping outside of your door and exploring the world, and how
sometimes the best way to see it is with the company of a good friend. It is also a quirky and
charming little story about an unlikely pair—a duck and a gigantic bear—who have a fun little
adventure.
Gus Gordon is an Australian born writer and illustrator of books for small people and older
people who like small people’s books. Gus lives with his wife and three kids on the Northern
beaches of Sydney. Herman and Rosie, his latest original picture book, was a Children’s Book
Council of Australia honour book and was nominated for the Sakura Medal.
North America: Neal Porter Books (Spring 2017)
ANZ: Penguin Australia

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Neal Porter
Format: manuscript (December 2015)
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Allison Gutknecht
PIZZA IS THE BEST
BREAKFAST
(And Other Lessons I’ve Learned)

Praise for Don’t Wear Polka-Dot Underwear with White Pants:
“The engaging, humorous writing will appeal to fans of Judy Moody, Junie B. Jones, and Ramona the
Pest.” —Booklist
When a visit from Mandy’s cousin turns out to be more frustrating than fun, the girls discover
that they just might cook up a solution in the kitchen in this sweet and spirited story.
Mandy Berr is super excited that her favorite cousin in the whole world, Paige, is coming to
visit. After all, Many is usually stuck at home with the twins and annoying little brother, Timmy, so the chance for some fun girl time is definitely worthy of many “wahoos!”
But when Paige arrives, she is not the fun cousin that Mandy remembers. To start, Paige wants
to call her “Manda,” with no “y.” She no longer likes Rainbow Sparkle, their favorite TV show.
She doesn't’ want to bounce on the bed or play dress-up. And, in the ultimate betrayal, Paige
actually likes hanging out with the twins and Timmy. Mandy does not like these changes one
bit.
To try and help bring the girls together, their grandma suggests the girls make some recipes
out of a special cookbook—if they can work together, she will take them to a carnival at the
end of the week. But having two bosses in the kitchen isn’t working out, and it looks like Mandy’s visit with Paige is about to go up in smoke. Can the two cousins clear the air and whip up
a fancy meal for their family?
Allison Gutknecht is the author of Don’t Wear Polka-Dot Underwear with White Pants (And Other Lessons I’ve Learned), and Never Wear Red Lipstick on Picture Day (And Other Lessons I’ve
Learned). She grew up in Voorhees, New Jersey, with three fewer siblings than her main character, Mandy Berr. After graduating from the University of Pennsylvania, she earned her master’s degree in Children’s Media and Literature from NYU. Allison lives in New York City
with her rambunctious toy poodle, Gypsy, and her literate cat, Folly.
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North America: Simon & Schuster/Aladdin (March 2015)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Alyson Heller
Format: book

Lesley-Anne Green
FOX & RACCOON

Fox & Racoon is about Raccoon helping his best friend Fox on
her busy day—but little does he know that Fox is actually so
busy because she’s working to throw him a surprise party! It’s
a heart-warming story about helping your friends. LesleyAnne works in felt and miniature, and her charming visual
style is reminiscent of Wes Anderson’s The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

Lesley-Anne Green was born in Huntsville, Ontario,
and studied ceramics at Sheridan College before moving on to delicate and whimsical needle-felted animals
and scenes. Her work has been exhibited internationally. She currently lives and works in Toronto with her
husband, cartoonist Jeff Lemire, and their son.

North America: Tundra (Spring 2017)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Tara Walker
Format: manuscript (December 2015)
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Melissa Grey
THE GIRL AT
MIDNIGHT

“Grey’s energetic debut offers a strong protagonist… [and the] well-built world, vivid characters, and
perfect blend of action and amour should have readers eagerly seeking the sequel.” —Kirkus, starred
Beneath the streets of New York City live the Avicen, an ancient race of people with feathers
for hair and magic in their veins. Archaic enchantments keep them hidden from all humans
but one.
Seventeen-year-old Echo is a runaway pickpocket who survives by selling stolen treasures on
the black market, and she’s good at it. The best, if you ask her. The Avicen are the only family
she’s ever known, and when they’re threatened by the rising tide of a centuries-old war, Echo
knows that she has to act. Legend has it that there is only one way to end the conflict once and
for all: the firebird, a mythical entity believed to possess power the likes of which the world
has never seen. Finding it will be no easy task, but if life as a thief has taught Echo anything,
it’s how to hunt down what she wants… and how to take it.
But some jobs aren’t as straightforward as they seem. As Echo’s mission brings her closer to
her quarry, the secrets she discovers—about the war, about the firebird, and about herself—
will set the world ablaze.
The Girl at Midnight is the first book of a planned trilogy.
Melissa Grey penned her first story at the age of twelve and hasn’t stopped since. Born in
New York City, she graduated from Yale with a degree in Art. She’s lived in Nagoya, London,
and New York, where she now works as a comics and tech journalist for endgadget.com
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North America: Delacorte Press (April 2015)
UK: Little, Brown/Atom
Brazil: Companhia
Denmark: Alvilda
France: Pocket Jeunesse
Germany: cbj/Random House
Italy: Mondadori
Korea: Hans Media
Russia: AST
Spain: Ediciones Urano

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Krista Marino
Format: book

Kaui Hart Hemmings
JUNIORS

“No one does trouble in paradise quite like Kaui Hart Hemmings.” —Kirkus
Lea Lane has lived in between all her life.
Part Hawaiian, part Mainlander. Perpetual new girl at school. Hanging at the edge of her actress mother’s spotlight. And now: newest resident of the mythically wealthy West family’s
housekeeper’s cottage.
Bracing herself for the embarrassment of being her classmates’ latest charity case, Lea is surprised to find herself becoming actual friends with the two West kids—or in the case of gorgeous, unattainable Will West, possibly even more than friends. And despite their differences,
Whitney West and Lea have a lot in common: both are navigating a tangled web of relationships, past disappointments, and future hopes.
As things heat up with Will, and her friendship with Whitney deepens, Lea has to decide how
much she’s willing to compromise in order to fit into their world: the closeness she shares with
her mother, her childhood friend Danny, even how she sees herself. It’s not until those pieces
of her life start to fall apart that she realizes the only real way to belong is to define herself on
her own terms.
Kaui Hart Hemmings gets at the heart of what it means to belong in this profoundly sensitive
and authentic coming-of-age story.
Kaui Hart Hemmings is the author of the story collection House of Thieves and the novels The
Possibilities and The Descendants, her first novel, which has been published in twenty-one countries and is now an Oscar-winning film directed by Alexander Payne and starring George
Clooney. She has degrees from Colorado College and Sarah Lawrence and was a Stegner Fellow at Stanford University. A one-time resident of Breckenridge, Colorado, she now lives in
Hawaii.
North America: Putnam Books (September 2015)

Agent: David Forrer &
Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Arianne Lewin
Format: manuscript
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Kerry Kletter
THE FIRST TIME
SHE DROWNED

Cassie O’Malley has a penchant for drowning.
Considering the crazy family she grew up with, it’s no surprise she prefers the bottom of the
pool. Her mother has everyone convinced that Cassie is the one who’s insane and for the last
three years she’s had Cassie locked up in a mental hospital for terrible crimes she did not commit.
Now eighteen, the once incurably hopeful Cassie is off to college. As she struggles to navigate
a world that has betrayed her, a near death experience leads to the colorful and carefree Zoey,
whose friendship is a lifeline. But it is only when Cassie falls for a local surfer that she must
decide if she has the strength to confront the terrifying secrets of her history in order to move
forward and have a second chance at happiness.
The First Time She Drowned is a story about breaking out of the roles we are assigned by our
families and about the secondary families we create that help to get us there.
Kerry Kletter is a former Hollywood actress with credits in such summer blockbusters as Lethal Weapon 4 and Swordfish, as well as several soap operas. She has a BA in English Literature
and an MFA in Acting from The Catholic University of America. She lives in Santa Monica,
California where she works part-time with animals and part-time in customer service—which
is basically the same thing.
North America: Philomel (March 2016)
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Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Liza Kaplan
Format: manuscript

Claire LaZebnik
WRONG ABOUT
THE GUY

Praise for Epic Fail:
“Jane Austen fans will have fun finding the clever parallels in this contemporary take on Pride and
Prejudice, while Austen innocents can just sit back and enjoy the romance.”
—Polly Shulman, author of Enthusiasm
Ellie Withers is definitely not spoiled, so she wishes that George Nussbaum would stop implying that she is. It’s not her fault that her stepfather became a TV star and now they live in a big
house and people fawn over her wherever she goes. She doesn't even like being fawned over.
Fortunately, her two closest friends understand her a lot better than George: Heather Smith
loved her before she even knew who Ellie’s stepfather was, and handsome Aaron Marquand
has a father who’s just as famous.
With Aaron back in town and very much in her life, Ellie feels like things are just fine—or
would be if her mother hadn’t hired George to tutor her. George has a habit of making Ellie
feel a little less sure of herself, a little less on top of the world, a little less right about everything. It’s almost like he wants her to be a better person than she is. When Ellie’s plans for her
family, her friends, and even her love life don’t turn out the way she imagined, she begins to
wonder if maybe she could stand to learn a thing or two after all… and whether it’s possible—
or even likely—that the perfect person to teach her is the last person she’d expect.
With her signature witty narration and swoon-worthy romance, Claire LaZebnik once again
breathes new life into a perennially popular love story: Jane Austen’s Emma.
Claire LaZebnik is the author of seven books, as well as the co-author of Overcoming Autism
and Growing Up on the Spectrum with Dr. Lynn Kern Koegel. Her first novel, Same As It Never
Was, was made into an ABC Family TV movie, retitled Hello Sister, Goodbye Life. Her two
young adult novels, Epic Fail and The Trouble with Flirting, were published by HarperTeen. She
has been published in many magazines, most recently Self and Ladies Home Journal and has
contributed short stories and essays to several anthologies.
North America: HarperCollins (April 2015)

Agent: Alexis Hurley
Editor: Jen Klonsky
Format: book
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Greg Manchess
ABOVE THE
TIMBERLINE
Dinotopia meets The Golden Compass.
Set in a world where winter came and never left for 1,500 years, the world as we know it is
completely changed. Covered in massive snowdrifts and ice flows—animals have evolved to
survive or perish; and mankind uses airships to traverse the world. The discovery of a lost city
buried in ice holds a secret so alluring that explorers compete for its discovery…
Wesley Singleton, 17, a young pilot in the Air Service, departs his home in Empress City after his
mother tells him that his father Galen—a legendary explorer and heir to a long line of explorers—
has gone missing in the frozen wastes, presumed
dead. Rounding up his polar bear pack animals
and his father’s notes, he sets off into the icy
wastes in search of his father.
Told through journal entries, transcripts, and newspaper clippings (as well as straight narrative sections from Wes as he explores), Above the Timberline is a visual feast that will feature
about 180 pages of full-color oil paintings by a master painter that will capture young readers’
imaginations.
Greg Manchess is an award-winning artist, known for his adventure paintings for the National
Geographic Society and Smithsonian Magazine. His art was featured in Anheuser Busch’s “Rise as
One” campaign during last year’s World Cup. He splits his time between New York and Portland.
North America: Saga Press (Fall 2016)
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Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Joe Monti
Format: Sample available
Full manuscript: February 2016

Ellie Marney
EVERY WORD

Praise for Every Breath:
“A smart, contemporary take on a timely classic that is sure to please Sherlock aficionados of all ages.”
—Kirkus
Sparks fly when Watts follows Mycroft to London in this second sophisticated thriller about
the teen crime-fighting pair.
Rachel is still getting used to the idea of Mycroft being her boyfriend when he disappears to
London with Professor Walsh. They’re investigating the carjacking death of the rare books
conservator, which appears to be linked to the theft of a Shakespeare First Folio from the Bodleian Library.
Worried about similarities between the conservator’s accident and the death of Mycroft’s own
parents, Rachel follows Mycroft to London… and straight into a whole storm of trouble.
Ellie Marney was born in Brisbane, and has lived in Indonesia, Singapore, and India. Now she
writes, teaches, and gardens when she can, while living in a country idyll near Castlemaine, in
north-central Victoria. Her short stories have won awards (including the 2010 Scarlet Stiletto
Award for women’s short crime writing) and been published in anthologies (such as Award
Winning Australian Writing 2009 and 2011). Ellie’s first YA crime novel, Every Breath, was released by Allen & Unwin in August 2013, and her third, Every Move, will be published later
this year by Allen & Unwin. Every Word is the second book in the series. Her partner and four
sons still love her, even though she often forgets things and lets the housework go.
North America: Tundra Books/RH Canada (September 2015)
ANZ: Allen & Unwin (June 2014)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Alison Morgan
Format: manuscript
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Julie Mata
KATE WALDEN
DIRECTS:
Bride of Slug Man
Praise for Kate Walden Directs: Night of the Zombie Chickens:
“Debut author Mata has an unerring ear for tween dialogue, and she conveys Kate’s hurt and anger
with presence and clarity, even—and perhaps especially—when she lashes out irrationally.”
—Booklist
After her huge success with her first feature-length movie, seventh-grader Kate Walden is eager to start on her next film, a sci-fi romance called Bride of Slug Man. When a new kid comes to
town from New York City, Kate thinks she might have a newfound film buddy—someone to
share her interest with. And it doesn't hurt that he’s pretty cute. But it turns out that Tristan is
making his own movie, and now the classmates Kate thought were eager to join her cast and
crew are divided.
With rumors spreading in school and between sets, Kate finds herself juggling more than just
call times and rewrites. And judging from the whispers Kate hears about Tristan Kingsley, she
suspects that he isn’t interested in having a fellow film-buff friend; he just wants to prove himself as the best filmmaker in school by winning the Big Picture Film Festival. Kate vows to enter too, and tries to focus on just making the best movie she can.
But between the cutthroat popularity contest, a bully situation that goes from bad to worse,
and several on-set mishaps, Kate is going to need all the movie magic she can get to make sure
Bride of Slug Man hits the big screen.
Julie Mata is a video producer by day and a children’s fiction writer by night. She has also
worked as a freelance writer and television news reporter, covering everything from murders
to pig races. She has a BA in English Literature with a minor in Creative Writing from Oberlin
College and an MSJ from Northwestern University. She also wrote, produced, and directed a
short film, Bus Driver, which won the Best Drama award at the Wildwood Film Festival in Wisconsin and played in numerous other festivals. She lives with her husband and two daughters.
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World English: Hyperion (May 2015)
Germany: cbt/Random House

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Emily Meehan
Format: galley

Gavriel Savit
ANNA AND THE
SWALLOWMAN

Krakow, 1939.
Anna Lania is just seven years old when the Germans take her father, a linguistics professor,
during their purge of intellectual Poland. She’s alone. And then she meets The Swallow Man.
He is not Anna’s father—she knows that very well—but she also knows that, like her father,
he’s in danger of being taken, and like her father, he has a gift for languages: Polish, Russian,
German, Yiddish—even Bird.
Over the course of their travels together, Anna and the Swallow Man will dodge bombs, tame
soldiers and even, despite their better judgment, make a friend. But things quickly grow complicated. Anna falls for the beautiful carelessness of a Jewish musician, the Germans are advancing toward the Soviet border, and everything in this upside-down world-at-war can prove
dangerous.
Even the Swallow Man.
Gavriel Savit is a trained performer with a degree in Musical Theater. As an actor and singer,
Gavriel has performed on three continents, from New York to Brussels to Tokyo. He currently
lives in Brooklyn.
North America: Knopf Books for Young Readers (March 2016)
UK: Random House UK
Brazil: Rocco
Catalan: Grup 62
Czech Republic: Paseka
Germany: cbt/Random House
Holland: Ambo Anthos
Italy: Sperling & Kupfer
Spain: Suma
Taiwan: Crown

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Erin Clarke
Format: manuscript
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Sarah Tomp
MY BEST EVERYTHING

“An impressive debut of last summers and first loves, set against the backdrop of faded rural grandeur…
[for] fans of Sarah Dessen looking for tough-as-nails heroines, enduring friendships, and romance with a
side of grit.” —Booklist
You say it was all meant to be. You and me. The way we met. Our secrets in the woods.
Even the way it all exploded. It was simply a matter of fate.
Maybe if you were here to tell me again, to explain it one more time, then maybe I
wouldn’t feel so uncertain. But I’m going back to the beginning on my own.
To see what happened and why.
Luisa “Lulu” Mendez has just finished her final year of high school in a small Virginia town,
determined to move on and leave her job at the local junkyard behind. So when her father loses her college tuition money, Lulu needs a ticket out.
Desperate for funds, she cooks up the (definitely illegal) plan to make and sell moonshine with
her friends, Roni and Bucky. Quickly realizing they’re out of their depth, they turn to Mason, a
local boy who’s always seemed like a dead end. As Mason guides Lulu through the secret
world of moonshine, it looks like her plan might actually work. But can she leave town before
she loses everything—including her heart?
The summer walks the line between toxic and intoxicating. This debut novel is Lulu’s letter to
Mason—but is it an apology, a good-bye, or a love letter?
Sarah Tomp has an MFA in writing for children and young adults from Vermont College of
Fine Arts. She is also the author of the picture book Red, White, and Blue Good-bye. Sarah teaches
creative writing for University of California San Diego Extension. She reviews books for Bookbrowse.com and co-authors the blog Writing on the Sidewalk.
North America: Little, Brown (March 2015)
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Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Bethany Strout
Format: book

Darcy Woods
SUMMER OF
SUPERNOVA

When zodiac-obsessed teen, Wilamena Carlisle, discovers a planetary alignment that won’t
repeat for a decade, she’s forced to tackle her greatest astrological fear: The Fifth House of Relationships and Love.
Armed with a killer collection of 40’s vintage dresses, and a surefire-ish plan to find the Sagittarius of her dreams, Wil embarks on a twenty-two day race for love, before Jupiter’s luck
expires. As the daughter of an expert astrologer, Wil knows billions of stars can’t be wrong. So
when her heart defies the heavens by falling for a sensitive guitar player hailing from the
wrong side of the chart, Wil must decide whether a cosmically doomed love is worth shunning
her mother’s legacy and the very system in which she places a lifetime of unfailing belief.
Sometimes the greatest leap in life means never leaving the ground.
Darcy Woods has held a gloriously strange mix of professions. From a three-year stint refueling helicopters in the US Army, to a decade plus as an esthetician in a spa, her most beloved
career by far is that of author. A past RWA Golden Heart® Award winner and hoarder of
books, Darcy believes that laughter really is the best medicine and practices it daily. She lives
in Michigan with her husband.
World English: Crown Books for Young Readers (April 2016)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Emily Easton
Format: manuscript (June)
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Jeff Zentner
THE SERPENT KING

“Zentner’s prose wraps you up like a warm, Southern hug and packs the punches of a sweaty country
brawl… The Serpent King is a debut you won’t be able to resist or forget.”
—John Corey Whaley, author of Where Things Come Back
Dillard Early, Jr., Travis Bohannon, and Lydia Blankenship are three friends from different
walks of life who have one thing in common: none of them seem to fit the mold in Forrestville
High. Dill grew up in the Pentecostal faith and his father went to prison during his freshman
year; Travis is a gentle giant who works at his family’s lumberyard, carries a wizard’s staff,
and is obsessed with a Game of Thrones-like fantasy series; and Lydia comes from an affluent
family that used to own the only Prius in town, runs a popular fashion blog that’s part Tavi
Gevinson and part Angela Chase, and is actively plotting her escape from Tennessee.
But Dill has a cursed name. His grandfather, Dillard Early, became obsessed with slaughtering
snakes after one killed his daughter, wearing their skins to try to ward off his grief. The locals
took to calling him “the Serpent King” before he committed suicide by poison. Dill’s father,
also named Dillard Early, was a pastor whose flock handled serpents and drank poison as
signs of faith—he went to prison for a heinous crime.
When Dill’s mother, who works two jobs, pressures him to drop out of high school to go fulltime at the grocery store to help pay off the debts stemming from his father’s trial, Dill realizes
that he’s quickly approaching a crossroads to adulthood, that Lydia is leaving for college—yet
another loss in his life—and that he’s quietly in love with her. With the help of his friends, Dill
enters the senior talent show and finds a self-confidence he didn’t know he had. However, a
shattering act of random violence forces Dill to truly reckon with the history of darkness—
serpents and poison and self-destruction—that is his inheritance.
Jeff Zentner was a singer-songwriter and guitarist who released five albums and appeared on
recordings with Iggy Pop, Nick Cave, and Debbie Harry. He gave a TED talk on creativity and
served as managing editor of the Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment Law and Practice. He lives in
Nashville with his wife and son.
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US: Crown Books for Young Readers (Spring 2016)
UK: Andersen Press Ltd.
Canada: Tundra

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Emily Easton
Format: manuscript

Glen Zipper &
Elaine Mongeon
DEVASTATION
CLASS
An exciting YA debut that combines the grand space opera of Battlestar Galactica with the highstakes intensity of Ender’s Game...
Many years ago, the Human Alliance defied the alien Kastazi—an advanced alien race that
came to Earth under the guise of friendship but soon became bitter enemies. Against all odds,
the humans raised a fleet of advanced warships, each named for a person or place, to reclaim
Earth from the combined human-Kastazi Axis. The pride of the fleet was the flagship UAS California—fitted with an experimental Blink Reactor—which led the Allies to victory. The only
other Blink Reactor was on the UAS Tripoli, which disappeared along with its creator upon activation.
Now, the UAS California is transporting the remaining prototype to Beta Centauri for further
testing. Among them is JD Marshall, a brash young cadet who likes to bend the rules, and his
friend Viv Nixon, a skilled pilot who keeps him on his toes. After weeks in space, they’re raring for some action.
When they encounter a secret Kastazi reinforcement fleet headed straight for Earth, the captain
tries to surrender, but it soon becomes clear to JD that the aliens only want to see the ship
burn. Seizing command with Viv at the stick, JD begins a daring escape that will take all the
skill and courage of his young crew. But without weapons, he’s soon faced with a hard choice:
activate the Blink Reactor and never, ever return home, or be destroyed. With the California
shuddering beneath him, he takes a deep breath and Blinks. When the ship emerges, they find
that everything has changed, and that they didn’t just travel an impossible distance in space,
but also in time. It will take all of their ingenuity to get back home and save their homeworld
from certain annihilation.
Glen Zipper was one of the producers of the 2012 Academy Award-winning documentary,
Undefeated. He is an executive producer on the upcoming 1, about Formula 1 racing. Elaine
Mongeon has worked with producer Gregory Jacobs, director/executive producer Alex
Graves, and producer Arnold Kopelson on Side Effects, Magic Mike, Haywire, Contagion, The
Girlfriend Experience, The Informant, The West Wing, and Don’t Say a Word.
North America: Saga Press (Spring 2017)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Joe Monti & Navah Wolfe
Format: manuscript (September 2015)
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